
local seo keyword research: step-by-step 
follow our easy to step-by-step guide to local seo keyword research. 

 
local keyword research is crucial in optimising your website for local search. 
here’s a step-by-step guide on how to conduct effective local keyword 
research: 

we’ll consider a local bakery in london called “london sweets & treats.” the goal 
is to conduct local keyword research to optimise the bakery’s website for 
london-based customers. 

1. understand your business and audience 
2. brainstorm seed keywords 
3. use google autocomplete 
4. explore related searches 
5. utilise google keyword planner 
6. spy on competitors 
7. localise your keywords 
8. explore online forums and communities 
9. check social media 
10. ask customers and staff 
11. use local seo tools 
12. create a local keyword list 
13. check trends and seasonality 
14. test and refine 

1: understand your business and audience 

• define your products or services and understand your target audience. 
• identify specific locations or regions you want to target. 

example:  

• “london sweets & treats” specialises in custom cakes, pastries, and 
artisanal desserts. 
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• the target audience includes individuals planning events, local businesses, 
and residents looking for high-quality baked goods in london. 

2: brainstorm seed keywords 

• generate a list of broad, general keywords related to your business. 
• include products, services, and terms relevant to your industry. 

example: 

• custom cakes london 
• artisanal desserts 
• london bakery 

3: use google autocomplete 

• start typing your seed keywords into google search. 
• take note of the autocomplete suggestions, which often reflect common 

local queries. 
example: 

• “custom cakes in london” 
• “best artisanal desserts london” 
• “local pastry shop london” 

4: explore related searches 

• scroll to the bottom of the search results page to find “searches related 
to…”. 

• identify additional keywords that may be relevant to your business. 
example: 

• “london bakery delivery” 
• “wedding cakes london” 
• “birthday cake near me in london” 

5: utilise google keyword planner 

• access google keyword planner (requires a google ads account). 
• enter your seed keywords to get suggestions and insights. 
• filter results based on location to get local keyword ideas. 

example: 



• use google keyword planner to get insights on search volumes and 
competition for terms like “london bakery” and “custom cakes london.” 

[include link, screenshots and more of a breakdown on how to use google 
keyword planner] 

6: spy on competitors 

• identify local competitors in your industry. 
• analyse their websites and content to discover the keywords they are 

targeting. 
example: 

• analyse websites of local competitors in london, such as “london cake co” 
or “sweet delights london.” 

• identify keywords they target, such as “bespoke cakes” or “london 
wedding desserts.” 

[how can you do this, and what tools are there to use] 

7: localise your keywords 

• add local modifiers to your keywords (e.g., city names, neighbourhoods). 
• consider variations like “near me” or location-specific terms.\ 

example: 

• “custom cakes in central london” 
• “artisanal desserts delivery london” 
• “london pastry shop reviews” 

8: explore online forums and communities: 

• visit local forums or community websites related to your industry. 
• identify language and terms used by locals when discussing products or 

services. 
example: 

• visit local london-based foodie forums or community websites. 
• identify phrases locals use, like “best london bakery” or “london cake 

recommendations.” 



9: check social media 

• monitor social media platforms for local discussions. 
• look for hashtags and phrases used by your local audience. 

example: 

• monitor hashtags on social media platforms used by london residents. 
• discover terms like #londonbakery or #localdessertslondon. 

[how to look for popular hastags] 

10: ask customers and staff 

• speak with your existing customers and staff.  
• inquire about the terms and phrases they commonly use when looking for 

your products or services locally.  
example: 

• engage with customers and staff to understand common local terms.  
• collect insights like “popular wedding cakes in london” or “favourite 

pastries in the city.”  

11: use local seo tools 

• utilise local seo tools like moz, brightlocal, or ahrefs. 
• these tools can provide insights into local search volumes and keyword 

difficulty.  
example: 

• leverage local seo tools like brightlocal or moz local for insights specific to 
the london market.  

• discover additional keywords like “london dessert catering” or “local 
bakery events.”  

12: create a local keyword list 

• compile your researched keywords into a list.  
• organise them based on priority and relevance to your business.  

example: 



• compile the selected keywords into a list:   
• custom cakes in london   
• artisanal desserts delivery in london   
• london pastry shop reviews  

13. check trends and seasonality 

• consider seasonal variations in local search behaviour.  
• check google trends to understand when specific keywords are more 

popular.  
example:  

• consider seasonal variations in london, such as “christmas desserts in 
london” or “summer pastry specials in the city.”  

• use google trends to identify trending searches in london.  

14. test and refine 

• implement the selected keywords on your website.  
• monitor their performance using analytics tools.  
• regularly review and refine your local keyword strategy based on changes 

in search behaviour and business priorities.  
example: 

• implement selected keywords in meta tags, headers, and content on the 
bakery’s website.  

• monitor performance using analytics tools.  
• regularly update the keyword strategy based on customer feedback and 

changes in search behaviour.  
by tailoring the local keyword research to a uk example, specifically london, 
“london sweets & treats” can optimise its website for the terms that matter 
most to its london-based customers, improving visibility and attracting local 
traffic in the uk market. 

remember, local keyword research is an ongoing process 

 


